
More Introduction to Scripting using bash 

Task 4 - Remote Login  
 
Some of you used already the remote login from your home machine. 
You can use this to execute a command remotely on another machine. 
For example, execute the following for logging in remotely to kilburn using a 
secure connection using the SSH protocol (not important to know how this 
works at the moment, but it prevents that somebody can intercept the 
communication between your machine and the remote computer): 
 >ssh your_user_name@kilburn 
 >who 
 
With this, you will see who is currently logged into kilburn. Note that it is not 
necessary to specify the full name "kilburn.cs.man.ac.uk" as you are running 
ssh from within the school. If you have the same username on both machines 
(i.e., local and remote), you can omit the " your_user_name@". Please 
leave kilburn now and go back by pressing the shortcut <CTRL> + <d>. 
Alternatively, you can simply execute logout. 
 
It is even possible to do this in a single line: 
 >ssh kilburn 'who' 
 
Whenever you execute shh, you are asked to enter your password. There is 
no direct way to specify your password when calling ssh. This has very good 
reasons! For example, all commands you execute are logged in a history file. 
This file is used when you use the <up> and <down> arrow keys to use 
previously typed commands. Try this and you will see commands even from 
your last login session and not only from today! 
 

A Linux system should be designed in a way that nowhere in the 
entire system you will store the password in plain text! OK, but 
how can you then authenticate yourself?   
Whenever you enter your password, a function is applied to your 
password that translates it in something cryptic, but that does not allow 
to easily reconstruct the original input (i.e. your password). Try for 
example this: 
 >echo test1 | sha512sum 
 >echo test2 | sha512sum 
 
You see that a tiny change on the input leads to a completely different 
result. There are several of those functions available in Linux with 
different properties and a common one is MD5 (command md5sum). 
That is commonly used to check if the file transfer of a large file was 
correct. Please note that the chance for getting an error is very small, 
but not zero! So the larger the file, the larger the risk that something 
goes wrong. You can also use such checksums to detect if data was 
altered (or manipulated). They are also used for digitally signing 
documents (just to trigger your curiosity here). 



 
 
In order to login securely into another computer without password 
authentication, Linux provides another method that is based on the RSA 
method that was developed by Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard 
Adleman. Check Wikipedia for this:  
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSA_%28cryptosystem%29 
 
You should also look into the man page for ssh (man ssh) that provides 
much background information on logging in remotely using RSA. 
 
To use this, you have to generate a key pair of authentication keys. Execute 
the following in a shell window from your local computer and do not enter a 
passphrase: 

>ssh-keygen -t rsa 
 
Let us consider that you want to use this to login into kilburn, then we have to 
copy the newly generated file ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub from your local computer to 
the remote computer (here kilburn). Execute on your local computer: 
 >shh your_user_name@kilburn 'mkdir -p .ssh' 
 (This ensures that you have an .ssh directory in your home) 
 >cat ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub | ssh your_user_name@kilburn  
  'cat >> .ssh/authorized_keys'  
 (This appends the local file id_rsa.pub to the file .ssh/autho- 
 rized_keys on kilburn (or creates this)). 
 
Please set the permissions of .ssh to 700 and the permissions of 
authorized_keys to 640, it the following does not work 
 
Try now to login: 
 >ssh kilburn 
You should not be asked for your password. If successful, leave kilburn and 
try: 
 >ssh kilburn 'who' 
   
Take a breath here and try to appreciate what you have done so far and what 
it allows you to do. Also think again how you copied the id_rsa.pub file 
using two cat commands. Please note that there are many more ways to copy 
files securely between machines (e.g. the scp command). 
 

Task 4 - Remote Execution  
 
The example from the previous task was a bit overcomplicated as everything 
you modified or copied happened actually in your home directory which is a 
network  drive that looks the same on your local computer and on kilburn.  
However, each computer in the school has a temporary directory that is 
actually located on the physical hard disk. You can access the the temporary 
directory in /tmp. Try for example: 
 >ls -al /tmp 



Your task is to write a script that is successively called remotely. The script 
shall accept a sequence of names of your group and a remote copy of the 
same script shall then be executed in the order of the names on the machines 
of your specified group members. You can work in your home directory first, 
but the final scripts (and eventually temporary data) shall be located in /tmp 
on each machine. The script shall be executable on any machine within your 
group and by any group member. The scripts should leave a message in a file 
stating the machine name on which the current script is executed on. Each 
group member shall write his/her own script and name it 
trace_<your_name>. 
For example, the call 
 >trace_alice bob chris 
 
shall result in something like: 
 Hello from E-C07KI225C06 //this is the machine from Alice 
 Hello from E-C07KI225C07 //this is the machine from Bob 
 Hello from E-C07KI225C08 //this is the machine from Chris 
 
In the beginning, it is sufficient to write into a result file on the machine that is 
calling the initial trace_alice command. However, you should try to show the 
final result automatically when the trace is fully generated.  
Advanced: try to do this without using temporary files. 
 
While each group member shall write his/her own bash script, please work 
together as a group! Discuss the task at first (have you all understood what to 
do?). Setup a way to exchange your computer names within the group. Try 
not to use paper or things like email or social media for this; you should have 
better ideas now for exchanging data, perhaps a bash script. Also think what 
happens if you sit on a different computer next time.   
 
Warning: don't assume that your data is always available in /tmp (it is 
probably deleted whenever a computer reboots). So have copies in your 
(save) home directory.  
 
Discuss as a group possible solutions and commands that are needed to 
solve the task. Most things you know already from our previous bash lab. 
There are a couple of further commands, you may want to use, including 
hostname, whoami, shift (inside your bash script), cowsay (funny). Use 
your group and Google to find about things like "loops" or "if-then-else" 
constructs in bash. 
 
There are several ways to solve this task and different group members may 
come up with different solutions. Please discuss your solutions within the 
group and try to learn from each other! 
 
After your group has finished their individual trace scripts, combine then into 
one common script and use the first parameter to switch which members 
script code will be used. Again, don't use email etc. to merge your code. 
 
Deliverable:    Please see next page! 



If you are done with your group script and have tested it, please send it by 
mail to: 

dirk.koch@manchester.ac.uk 

Use the subject:  

Bash Scripting <Your Group>  

Please use comments (starting with #) and write in the mail how you 
exchanged data and worked colaborative. 

Please show your working script also to a lab demonstrator. 

For full marks, you should think about some sensible complications, e.g. to 
deal with machines that are not available, the case that the script is not 
available, code structure etc. 

 

Fun Task 

 Write a bash program that runs in one shell that generates a directory 

with a sensible name (e.g. year_month_date_hours_minutes_seconds) 

and that stores a copy of an important file remotely whenever that file is 

saved. So you are basically creating a very simple log over all changes 

you committed to that file. 

 


